Trizonia on a journey to Trizonia
At X-mas Josine said: “Dad, I
want to go to Ithaka!” This is of
course a good occasion to go back
to Greece with our Drascombe
lugger Trizonia this time. The plan
seemed to materialize months after. We planned to sail to Ithaka
with Greek friends on a Dehler
36 and with our lugger. Crew and
I on the lugger and the others on
Niritis. But plans with Greeks…..
For our journey we even had the
enthusiastic support of no less a
person than Ken Duxbury.
A report of the nautical part of the
journey to Hellas.

Monday 14 July with full packing and boat to the
south. We travel at a speed of 100 km/per hour to
Switzerland. We plan to go to Venice in two daystime. About 650 km a day and of course some margin of time, for missing the ferry to Greece could
cause a great problem.
The first overnight stay at campsite Gugel near
Freiburg. Fine campsite with a nice pool and tenniscourts for our ladies. The journey is successful
and the next afternoon we are in Mestre, the town
near Venice. The Gotthardtunnel had a waiting-time
of one traffic-light. Nothing to complain of then.
Embarkation runs smoothly so that the voyage can
start. We leave at 14.00 hours sharp and we put the
clock one hour forward right away as we travel on a
Greek boat of Minoan Lines. In total we cover, with
four persons, a car and a boat a distance of about
1250 km and back of course.
Quite crowded on board, but with a nice sunshine
it’s not amiss out at sea. The next morning by twelve arrival at Igoumentisa. By one o’clock in Corfu.
The last and most beautiful route is lying ahead
of us. Via Lefkas, Cape Dukato, along Kefalonia ,
Ithaka to Oxia. Next the Gulf of Patras. After a few
hours we see the bridge near Rion. Arrival 14.00
hours in Patras. The disembarkation runs smoothly
for many passengers and cars have already left the
Parsifae Palace in Igoumenitsa.
On our way to Egion where a very hearty welcome
by Lina and Nikos is waiting for us. Splendid days
with too much food and drink sometimes. The plan
has been changed. Jorgos and Lela set out for Lefkas with Niritis, the Dehler 36 earlier. So the sailing-plan with Trizonia was considerably changed
because four persons on the boat and camping on

The lugger Trizonia launched in the harbour of
Agios Nicolaos. Together to the isle of Trizonia.
Ivy, Henriëtte and myself with the lugger, the rest
of the club with the large boat. Jorgos, anchored off
shore, is waiting for us. Left too fast. Briskly waving Greeks leaving behind on the quay. Some time
after a fast boat is coming towards us. It turns out
we left our money, our gps and scanner on the quay.
That’s the reason for their waving so intensely.
During the beautiful crossing we can’t keep up with
the Niritis, we sailing and Jorgos with his genua and
of course the engine.
The arrival is special. We arrived here last in 2001
on our own keel. The first islander is already talking
about the nice boat. She wouldn’t be the last person
to do so. Added to this that the boat carries the same
name as the island… Jorgos and Nikos are already
sitting on the terrace, the ladies are swimming and
then joining us on the terrace to consume delicious
lobster. Ochi (no), slow with Mythos (the beer) for
we still have a crossing of 8.5 n.m. ahead of us.
After the meal, exploration of the area. Ken Duxbury wondered if anyone could still remember his
visit with the Drascombe lugger Lugworm after 36
years. Ken made a journey from Greece to England
together with his wife in their Lugworm in 1971/72.
The owner of Porto is very much interested but
alas. An old woman tells a lot about her family, but
nothing about an Englishman in a small boat. We
set sail earlier than Niritis. On the horizon a freighter.It seems very far away but we keep an eye on
it closely. Speeding up the engine to sail widely
across the front. Nitiris is following us. To keep
up we started the engine. It’s quite clear to us that
it’s no use to make a trip together with the Dehler.
Jorgos and Lela leave for Mesolonghi.

We go with Trizonia on the trailer to Lefkas. A hiking trip for this year can best be forgotten.
At the Gulf of Dessima we find a nice campsite.
Many Italian dinghies with a lot of engine noise. A
250 hp Suzuki instead of the usual 6 hp on a lugger.
The cable winch of Aristoteles pulls everything out
of the water. A jeep then parks the trailer on a slope.
With Josine on the water. Diving from a boat is the
nicest thing to do. The boat is attached to a buoy so
it works out very well that I quickly made a rope
ladder. However it still requires some improvement.
The first time I grab a buoy a little problem arises.
Dimitris told me to take a yellow buoy. Everything
Ok and I want to swim ashore. Then a Frenchman
causes a little problem. I have taken his buoy! Ok,
then another buoy. This is more difficult than I had
thought. The engine gets entangled in another buoyline. In a fierce wind and high waves the engine
conks out. Quickly spinned the line out of the screw
and started. Without further problems fished another
yellow buoy out of the water. Fastened bow and
while swimming with a barrel brought the anchor
over the stern. Glad that I bought a weighted with
lead anchor line. The anchor is always launched
over the oarlock in the transom. I can’t bear to think
of it that this happens with a chain all the time.
In the bay for all certainty put in a reef. You can’t
always estimate very well how strong the wind is
outside the bay.
Without a reef a glorious trip to Vathi, the capital
of the island. Town?? Twenty years ago we entered
here with our Simoun 4.45 Mytika on the jib, now
with the iron sail. Much has been changed. Anchor
veered over the transom and neatly moored with the
stem alongside the quay. That’s the way it should

be carried out here.This is the island of the hired
yachts. In 1999 our Beneteau 18 Nefeli was almost
crushed among the yachts, now a hirer forgets to
drop his anchor and with a thump his transom hits
the concrete quay. Anchoring?
What hasn’t changed here, is the Rose Garden
tavern. Again with Stefanos on the terrace. Hasn’t
grown much older. Yet it was twenty and nine
years ago that we met. His wife still owns Scorpidi.
Photographs of Onassis are no longer hanging in his
tavern. Not everything remains the same here.

Jorgos and Lela lie with Niritis in Sivota. Lina and
Nikos together with the children were to come to
Lefkas. We agreed to meet on the beach of Poros.
We sail with Trizonia to this bay. To our surprise
we not only see the Greeks whom we had arranged
to meet, but also the Arvanitis family and Maria’s
family, Lela’s daughter.
In the afternoon we sailed with the Arvanitis minus
Manja. Father and the sons enjoyed themselves.
Leaving a small fishing-harbour is not so easy; a
link of a chain has slided over one of the fluke of
the Fortressanchor. As firm as a rock. It is their first
sailing-trip.
Constatinous and Spros bow very enthousiastically
when we tack quickly. Etimi (attention), jatak (
tack),tora, (now). A fierce wind.

At the end Jorgos Arvnitis dominated the conversation about sailing in a lugger. After this a second
trip with the Halkiopoulos family.
Unfortunately a very unstable wind. Sailing among
mountain slopes. After sailing we sat down at table
with eighteen persons. Very pleasant!
The wind is increasing in force. Fortunately I drank

only one Mythos for the trip back is stiff. With foresail and mizzen we left the harbour. Next rounding
the cape. After a stiff wind, the waves swell to great
proportions. We leave the bay and the wind has fallen, but the waves haven’t. At first we maintained
the sails because of stability. Later we struck the
sails, and rounded the cape with the engine and a tip
centreboard. Further on in slanting position ahead
of the waves. The boat remains very stable, however Josine, sitting amidship, gets a breaker against
her back. Ivy doesn’t like this at all. For a moment
I think she might get into panic, but fortunately she
keeps herself under control.
She sits on the centreboard case and holds herself
tight, doesn’t look back to the approaching waves.
Fortunately the rest of the crew haven’t got any
problems with it. Josine even likes it. We surf down
the waves. The lugger remains very well steerable
though the engine propeller lets in air all the time.
Accelerate the engine, at right angles to the waves
and when these are gone, in an oblique direction
off again. When sailing into the Meganissicanal we
are confronted with a light headwind and corresponding waves. The pattern is really getting capricious. Short steep waves varied at the front with
waves coming from behind. Stepping on the gas is
the solution. It is always difficult to round a cape.
Closer to the rocks the waves are less high. Later
the waves subside and we sail quietly back to Des-

simi. No boat anymore for Ivy… Josine who sees
her way to spend a night on an uninhabited island.
Sounds good for the Ithakaplan.
The next day the ladies want to go to the beach.
Only to Scorpios, Onassis’s private island. Granddaughter Athina, the only one left,never visits the
island according to Stefanos. Rounded the island ,
it looks well kept, the harbours look clean and tidy,

the guards are active but for whom? On leaving Venice, we already sighted with Onassis, his luxurious
yacht Christina O. was lying here. This yacht was
launched in Canada in 1943 as the frigate Stormout.
Onassis bought it after the second World War for
34.000 dollars and rebuilt it immediately for 4 million. Now it’s to be let for only 445.000 dollars a
week.
We do pay a little less for the hired canoe with
which our kids have a lot of fun.

The weather in unstable, showers in the morning.
No good conditions for the crossing to Ithaka. The
12 n.m. is not an important point. Halfway lies
the uninhabited Arkudi. Here we might spend the
night. Between Arkudi and Ithaka Beaufort 5-6 and
a fierce sea can be expected. In 1988 Henriette and
my-self did this with the Simoun 4.45. Through
and over the waves with Henriette in the trapeze we
reached Frikes on Ithaka. With the unexperienced
Josine and two waiting persons at the campsite in
Dessimi I don’t think it a safe plan. Duxbury sent
two letters for our journey, a quotation from the
letter ( with a typewriter!)
for Josine. In spite of this
sympathetic support from
England it seems the right
decision to me. Once I
will sail to Ithaka with
Josine. Duxbury also sent
a poem from the Greek
poet Kavafis. The meaning
of it is that you must keep
dreaming about Ithaka.
That’s what we do. The
point is not being there,but
going there with everything
related to it.

Ιθάκη
Σα βγεις στον πηγαιμό για την Ιθάκη,
να εύχεσαι νάναι μακρύς ο δρόμος,
As you set out for Ithaka

Hope your road is a long one.

Keep Ithaka always in your mind.

hope your road is a long one,

May there be many summer mornings when,

Arriving there is what you’re destined for.

full of adventure, full of discovery.

with what pleasure, what joy,

But don’t hurry the journey at all.

Laistrygonians, Cyclops,

you enter harbors you’re seeing for the first time;

Better if it lasts for years,

angry Poseidon-don’t be afraid of them:

may you stop at Phoenician trading stations

so you’re old by the time you reach the island,

you’ll never find things like that on your way

to buy fine things,

wealthy with all you’ve gained on the way,

as long as you keep your thoughts raised high,

mother of pearl and coral, amber and ebony,

not expecting Ithaka to make you rich.

as long as a rare excitement

sensual perfume of every kind-

Ithaka gave you the marvelous journey.

stirs your spirit and your body.

as many sensual perfumes as you can;

Without her you wouldn’t have set out.

Laistrygonians, Cyclops,

and may you visit many Egyptian cities

She has nothing left to give you now.

wild Poseidon-you won’t encounter them

to learn and go on learning from their scholars.

unless you bring them along inside your soul,

And if you find her poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you.

unless your soul sets them up in front of you.

Wise as you will have become, so full of experience,
you’ll have understood by then what these Ithakas mean.
K.P. Kavafis

I tell Dimitris about the campsite over Duxbury
and his lugger. Later Dimitris comes to tell me that
there lies a same boat near the Horizon hotel. This
boat has been standing here alongside the road for
10 years. Of course we are going to take a look. The
boat Paxi might belong to an old Englishman, wellknown as a good sailor. Inquiry at the hotel didn’t
supply us with information. The quality of the teak
is, in spite of the long exposure of the Greek sunshine, good. Quality indeed!

De Lugworm van Ken en Brenda Duxbury

The girls have their favourite campsite Fournia
Beach on their wishlist. There are no boat facilities
around here. We decide to take the lugger to Egion
and next drive into the direction of Kilini on the
west coast of the Peleponessos. A nice campsite and
beach days follow. A crossing to Zakinthos by ferry.
On my wishlist there is a crossing to this island
with the lugger. But everyone should get his turn.

Later back in Egion sailing was wonderful. Because
of my comment on the engine sailing I must sail
myself with Niritis to Trizonia.
With only the biggest genua as, unfortunately, the
little sunshade must remain in its position. With the
crewmembers Jorgos, Ruth and Thimos I have a
wonderful sailingtrip to Trizonia and back. We only
used the engine to get into the harbour. We saw a
second classical yacht.
The Norge earlier called Philante. The yacht of
the Norwegian Royal Family is anchored close to
Trizonia. This in 1937 built yacht by Camper &

Nicholsons was later seen in Corfu from the ferry.
At Trizonia I talk to a French lady from Athens. On
holiday with husband and two small children in a
20-feet trimaran. They set out in Egion heading for
Kefalonia. All this looks very familiar to me. She
has long looked for a suitable boat. The Astus 20.1
is light, so easy to trail and launch.
Because of a visit to Athens, a rising Maestro and
the packing I didn’t launch Trizonia anymore. Suddenly time goes very fast and we return to Venice
by ferry.
The latter a little different from what we are used
to. We have already gone to Greece by ferry many
times, but this time things went off differently.

We were to embark at 22.00 hours. A note at the
check-in said that the ship would not arrive before
02.00 hours due to an accident. A disappointment.
We went into town to have something to eat.
Time enough. In Venice the ship had collided with
another boat. New plates had to be welded and an
extensive safety inspection. Delay: nine hours. The
next day I go aboard with Trizonia no sooner than
08.00 hours. A night on the quay is no joke. During
the crossing one more incident. At half past four the
ship suddenly has to keep out of the way of an unlit
fishing-boat. I can’t bear the thought of what would
have happened if this little ship was hit.
A wonderful holiday that turned out differently
from what we had expected, but making Greek
plans is something we keep doing
August 2008
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Lugger Trizonia
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